CADIZ – TRIGG COUNTY BICENTENNIAL

LAPEL / ENAMEL PIN EXCHANGE

Here is how it works:

- Each organization or business who wishes to participate purchases enamel pins with their own logo or design.
- Each organization may distribute them as they choose.
- The objective is for friends and visitors to collect a complete set of pins.
- Send a photo of the pin to the committee to be included on the web site so people will be able to easily see which pins they are seeking. www.trigg2020.org
- Submit one pin to Committee for inclusion in the History Museum collection.
- To see a list of participants see www.trigg2020.org/collectables

Ideas and suggestions:

Choose metal and enamel pins instead of plastic pins. Metal pins will be more collectable, and for the same reason be certain to include Cadiz – Trigg Co. and the date or the word bicentennial to make them desirable collectables.

Each organization may distribute their pins as they choose. They may sell them as a fund raiser or give them with memberships. Businesses may sell them or give them as advertising mementos.

Make sure you have extras for others to collect.

The Bicentennial Committee will help promote your pins but you must provide a photo of the pin. Trigg Co Tourism will also sell them at their office if you provide the pins.